
Let the magic begin...



Why Forest Schools in EYFS?
Rationale:
Case studies have shown children can:

Be supported with development of self-regulation skills
Cope with and learn from failure
Increase motivation and concentration
Expand vocabulary and communication skills
Build positive relationships with adults and peers
Improved well-being and mental health
Feel empowered and have new perspectives

Research states that pupils with SEND and learning difficulties benefit 
from a multi-sensory approach and enabling environment
(McCree 2018)

Research:
Boys speak more than 
40% more when they 

are outside



Forest Schools at AVS
What has been most successful?

The development of children's back and forth 
interactions
Brings our topics to life
Self-regulation - learned in a social context
Greater emphasis on reading books
Gross and fine motor skill development
Listening skills co-operative
Appreciation of nature and responsibility for their own 
environment

This  Photo by Unknown author is l icensed under CC 
BY-SA.

Selecting good stories to support 
language development, different 
cultures, reinforce topics 
and vocabulary taught, books should 
be the basis for all planning

https://researchparent.com/rosies-walk/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/




The development of children's 
spoken language – underpinning all 
7 areas of learning

"Flower yellow"

Exposure to tier 2 words



Selecting good stories to 

support language 
development, different 

cultures, reinforce topics 

and vocabulary taught, 
books should be the basis 

for all planning

Little pig, little pig, let me come in...



Transition into the 
woods...



Sensitive questioning that 
invites children to 
elaborate



playing and exploring -
children investigate and 
experience things, and 
‘have a go’



The role of the adult is key

Firmly based on 
adults "giving 
just 
enough help"



3 Characteristics of effective learning

creating and thinking 
critically - children have 
and develop their own 
ideas, make links between 
ideas, and develop 
strategies for doing things



playing and exploring - children 
investigate and experience 
things, and ‘have a go’



NOW IT IS TIME TO PLAY!


